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More Articles April 21, It used to be that Netflix was a hub for all of your favorite movies and TV shows from
different studios and networks. So in addition to the returning shows, what new original content do subscribers
have to look forward to this year? But now, he has returned. The entire show is basically just one long
interview, though there are also moments of Letterman in the field talking with other people. More hour-long
episodes will air this year, with one being added to Netflix once a month. This show is a reboot of a classic
science fiction series from the s. It followed a family who heads out into space as humanity attempts to
colonize other planets, but their ship is thrown off course. The series had no proper ending since it was
canceled by CBS, but it did receive a feature film in Fall of a City. This legend of comedy returns with a new
show. The idea is that in each episode, Burnett will talk with a panel of kids, who help work through real
problems of everyday people. A teaser trailer for the series gets across the tone, featuring Burnett getting
advice from a straight-talking child. Hall is back as the lead of this show about a man whose daughter goes
missing. The first season will arrive on the streaming network on May 10, This has been in the works for
quite some time, having been originally announced in The show comes from Warner Bros. She is not
expected to voice a character in the show, but she will produce. This drama series stars an Academy
Award-winning actress and an Academy Award-nominated actor in the lead roles. Now, his next project is an
original series from Netflix, which sounds quite promising. The two patients are played by Emma Stone and
Jonah Hill. Hill underwent another physical transformation for this role, and there have been pictures of him
on set looking slim and sporting braided hair. Two of the greatest writers and directors of all time head to
Netflix for this western series. Never have they worked on a television project, but that will change in Not
much is known about the show yet, but we do know that it will be a western. Netflix produces this superhero
show that has nothing to do with Marvel. The storyline takes place in an alternate timeline in which John F.
Kennedy was never assassinated. The series was published from through An adaptation has been in the works
for years, at one point being in development as a movie at Universal. The man responsible for two of the
greatest animated shows ever made brings his latest to Netflix. The show is set in the medieval kingdom of
Dreamland, following an alcoholic princess, her elf companion, and her personal demon, according to
Deadline. Netflix is so confident in this series that they have already ordered two seasons, each of which will
consist of 10 episodes. Netflix picked up this show after The CW passed. This new superhero show from
Netflix will star Michael B. Raising Dion Michael B. Jordan in Creed Warner Bros. Liu himself will executive
produce and direct. This new supernatural series from Netflix recently premiered a mysterious trailer. The
Innocents The Innocents. But they soon discover secrets about their parents that might complicate things. The
Good Cop Tony Danza in Another show from Netflix in which two police officers team up, this one from
Germany. Check out The Cheat Sheet on Facebook!
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A little practice with this study technique will pay great dividends. Most people who take the Series 6 report
one to three questions requiring the use of a calculator, so there are certainly a few math questions in the test.
The testing center will loan you a calculator for use in the exam, along with pencils and scratch paper.
Memorization should not be your primary study technique. From interviews with those who have taken the
exam, the following formulas are those most frequently reported as requiring the use of a calculator:
Municipal bonds tend to be attractive to those in the higher tax brackets. One of the professions that is
associated with higher tax brackets is the medical profession. To remember which formula to use, ask the
doctor â€” the MD, that is. When the question provides the municipal yield: Many people report that the
questions regarding mutual fund pricing are "word" questions rather than math questions. An example of this
is: The customer is confused and asks how this is computed. The RR should respond that: The sales charge is
calculated as a percentage of the NAV. The sales charge is the reciprocal of the NAV. The sales charge is
calculated as a percentage of the ask. The sales charge depends on the demand in the marketplace. Yes, the
sales charge is calculated as a percentage of the ask price. But this also gives us an opportunity to illustrate
another test-taking technique. When two of the answers for an A, B,C, D question are exactly opposite, you
can generally eliminate the others. In this instance, we could have immediately eliminated choices B and D.
Then, of course, one must recognize the formula. Use the "true or false" method in the process of elimination.
Try each numbered response by asking "true or false? If the "wrong" answer is in one of the lettered choices,
eliminate that choice. Then, compare the remaining choices to determine whether they are both correct. In
most cases, they will be. Those who write the exam use the Roman numeral format when they want the
candidate to find more than one choice. Which of the following is included in computing the expense ratio for
a mutual fund?
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Freebies Free Exam Crash Course We will show you how to pass your securities exam in this 5 part, emailed
course. We get asked this question all the time. The answers is that, while everyone learns in a different way,
there are certain steps that everyone must take to pass the Series 6 exam. Reading the Series 6 textbook is
absolutely essential to passing the exam. You must read the book completely and fully. Read the book, take
notes and highlight the key points. Once you have completed the textbook, take as many Series 6 practice
questions as you can. The Series 6 exam prep software is designed to help you master the application of the
knowledge. The article that follows will provide you with additional insight on how to pass the Series 6 exam.
Read the full question. Sounds really simple right? Most of us are conditioned to skim through information to
find the one little nugget we are looking for. When you are answering Series 6 exam questions, read the entire
question and read all the answer choices. Then read the last sentence of the question again. That last line is the
punch line in all Series 6 exam questions, "what do they want from me? This is one of the keys to outsmarting
the Series 6 exam. The test writers for the Series 6 exam like include a correct answer. If a question gives you
an answer choice that reads "not enough information to determine", do not choose that answer. There is
always enough information to answer a Series 6 exam question. Chances are there is more information than
you need to answer any question on the Series 6 exam. Consider it a gift, now you have a one in three chance
of getting the question correct! If you have taken your time, read the full question, used process of elimination,
and made a decision; do not second guess yourself. Statistically, when you change an answer, you change it to
the wrong answer more often than not, so stick with your gut! The Series 6 exam will not give you a lot of
information that you can go back and use to answer a question better the second time. Keep your head in the
game. That means you should do the questions you are sure of first. Leave the ones that cause you grief for
last. First, read the full question. If the question is confusing or asking about an area that you are unfamiliar
with really, whatever the reason, its ok pick an answer, and click on "record and review". The computer will
then bring up the next question on your Series 6 exam. When you are done with all the questions, the
computer will show you the questions you clicked record and review on. These are the ones you skipped. Now
you can answer those questions. The Series 6 exam is not a speeded test. A speeded test is one that is designed
so that only the brightest students will have enough time to finish. The Series 6 exam is designed to provide
enough time for all students to complete each question on the exam. Taking is the Series 6 exam is stressful,
even if you are a good test taker. By following this simple advice you will be able to tip the scales a bit more
in your favor. Coupled with diligent test prep, you are well on your way to passing the Series 6 exam! A
Series 6 registered Registered Representative is licensed to conduct business in both investment company and
variable contract products. The Series 6 exam will be presented in a question multiple-choice format. Each
candidate will have two hours and fifteen minutes to complete the exam. The Series 6 is as much a knowledge
test as it is a reading test. The Securities Institute will make sure that you have the required knowledge to pass
the test and that you are confident in the application of the knowledge during the exam. The Securities
Institute writers are subject matter experts as well as a Series 6 test experts. We understand how the test is
written and our proven test-taking techniques can dramatically improve your results Taking the Series 6 Exam
The Series 6 exam is presented in multiple-choice format on a touch screen computer known as the
PROCTOR system. No computer skills are required, and candidates will find that the test screen works in the
same way as an ordinary ATM machine. Each test is made up of questions that are randomly chosen from a
test bank of thousands of questions. Each Series 6 exam will have several practice questions that do not count
toward the final score. The test has a time limit of two hours and 15 minutes and is designed to provide
enough time for all candidates to complete the exam. Each Series 6 exam comprises questions that focus on
the following areas: Objective Regulatory fundamentals and business development 22 Evaluates customer
financial information, identifies investment objectives, provides information on investment products, and
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makes suitable recommendations 47 Opens, maintains, transfers and closes accounts and retains appropriate
account records 21 Obtains, verifies, and confirms customer purchase and sale instructions
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As you begin your study and preparation for the Series 6 , be aware of two things: What securities a Series 6
qualifies a candidate to sell The relative importance of the topics that make up the exam. Who needs the Series
6? The Series 6 Exam The Series 6 exam underwent a major revision that became effective November 30,
However, the changes to the examination are not primarily in subject matter; they are more structural. One, the
number of questions allocated to various topics has changed. The exam is now more heavily oriented toward
RR interactions with customers. Two, the exam is now divided into six topical sections rather than four. The
exam must still be completed within minutes and still contains questions. Scratch paper, pencils and
calculators are loaned to candidates at the testing center. Exam Topics The Series 6 exam will be broken up
into the following questions: Securities and Tax Regulations - 23 Questions 3. Marketing, Prospecting and
Sales Presentations - 18 Questions 4. Evaluation of Customers - 13 Questions 5. Opening and Servicing
Customer Accounts - 12 Questions As you can see, Sections 3, 4 and 6 are directly related to the interaction
between the RR and the customer. What does this mean for Series 6 exam candidates? Focus your attention on
the topic areas that count the most. Exam Time Management Because there are questions on the exam and
minutes to complete them, candidates have 1. Therefore, candidates should carefully budget their time. There
are techniques that can help you pass the test without the stress. Flag the Hard Questions Series 6 candidates
will normally encounter several questions on the exam that are long and wordy. These are situation-type
questions and can take quite a bit of time to work through and answer. Although it is easy to get wrapped up in
these questions, you should remember that the simple questions count just as much as those that are long and
complex. A good strategy, therefore, might be to flag a question - the computer program at your testing center
will allow you to do this - that will take more time. Choose the questions that you flag carefully: Follow the
Bell Curve Those who have recently taken the exam report that the structure of the questions is a " bell curve.
The level of difficulty increases until one is past the midway point, then drops off steadily until the end. Easier
questions will be on the way. If this also happens to you, finish the exam, wait for the congratulatory message,
smile and go on about your life! If you must guess, your first guess is usually the best. Sharpen Your Skills To
help increase your speed in answering questions, do many practice questions. The Tools When you go to the
testing center, be sure to arrive early. You will normally only need to use the calculator two or three times
during the whole session. The current test is much less a mathematical exercise than it was several years ago.
You must, however, be aware of the basic formulas for mutual funds. The scratch paper is another matter.
Before you start the exam, make all the notes you need on the scratch paper. One of the most useful tools is
the teeter-totter illustrating the yields on discount and premium bonds. You may be able to use these to
simplify answering several questions. Anything else that you want to use as you take the exam should be on
your scratch paper before you start the exam. Exam-Taking Hints Read each question all the way through and
look at all the answers. Then go back to the question before attempting an answer. Did you see the word "not"
or "except"? Can you spot repeated key words in the question and a specific answer? Eliminate the incorrect
answers as quickly as possible. If two of the answers are exactly opposite the odds are very high that one of
those is correct. The question writer will normally include everything in the correct answer. In your haste, you
might miss an easier question by failing to read carefully. To ensure you are at your best, go to bed early the
night before the exam and do not try cram in study time immediately before your test. To learn about
preparing for other financial exams, check out the Professional Education Archive. Trading Center Want to
learn how to invest? Get a free 10 week email series that will teach you how to start investing. Delivered twice
a week, straight to your inbox.
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Here, read this, take a test ". He handed me a page text book- the Series 7 text book and I read the thing cover
to cover - 3 times! I actually wrote notes on each chapter the third time through. I had no practice questions,
no practice final exams. I believe, to this day, that the only thing that got me through that exam was writing all
of those notes. Today, of course, there are a lot of resources and tools to help get us through all of our exams.
A very nice tool to help the busy professional with the time management demands these exams extoll. There
are online practice questions and Final Exams, as well as video libraries to help us with the tremendous
volume of information these tests cover. One of the most common questions I get from students is how best to
study for their exams. This is usually the "recipe" I recommend to best understand and retain the information
necessary to pass their exams: Instead of trying to tackle the entire textbook from cover to cover, take it
chapter by chapter with practice questions after each chapter to help retain the concepts and practice your
test-taking techniques. Read Chapter 1, then do 20 questions from your online practice questions You can
also, if available, enhance your reading with a video on the specific chapter. This, I truly believe, is the best
way to obtain, retain and reinforce the necessary information. I find that many students try hundred if not
thousands of practice questions when they are studying for their exams. This can sometimes dilute the core
content that you need to retain for the test. These help us retain key facts we KNOW will show up on the test,
i. Take a class in your area if possible. The classes are designed to focus specifically on the test content.
Hopefully, if its a good class, they will show you the subtle differences between the text material and the real
test. Take Practice Final Exams so that you can simulate the test-taking experience prior to your test. I like at
least 4 Practice Finals to give you a good average score. Also, many of these exams provide diagnostic
breakdown of your scores to fill in any remaining holes you may have. I truly believe if you systematically
study the material, it will give you your best chance at success. Boy, I still remember sitting in that library, day
after day reading that damn textbook. Chapter after chapter, after chapter, after chapter
6: Starting Series 6 Exam of Free Practice Questions
Harold's Series Convergence Tests Cheat Sheet 24 March 1 Divergence or nth Term Test Series.

7: Cheat Sheets / Workbooks
The Series 6 is a tough exam, especially for those who find it is their first introduction to the world of securities. In this
article, we'll give you six additional easy tips on how to approach.

8: Tips For Passing The Series 6 Exam
Series 6 Exam Textbook. Paperback pages test questions Published February The "go to guide" to acing the Series 6
exam - Our Series 6 textbook provides you with the knowledge you need and is designed to get you ready to pass the
Series 6 exam.

9: 6 Proven Tips For Series 6 Success
Legendary comedic actress Carol Burnett returns for a brand new Netflix show in A Little Help With Carol Burnett is an
unscripted comedy series that will be filmed in front of a live audience.
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